HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Notice of Committee Meeting

Committee on Agriculture, Forestry, Aquaculture, and Rural Development

Will meet at: Upon Adjournment Date: Thursday, April 12, 2012

Location: Committee Room 3

Remarks:

HB 163  LIGI  ANIMALS Provides with respect to the housing of dogs being bred, bought, or sold as a business

HB 164  BURFORD  ANIMALS/LIVESTOCK Expands the duties of livestock brand inspectors

HB 602  CHANEY  ANIMALS Adds certain powers to the Board of Animal Health

HB 815  JACKSON, K  AGRICULTURE Provides with respect to applications for licenses, permits or certificates

HB 817  JACKSON, K  AGRICULTURE Clarifies the labeling of organic food

HB 844  JACKSON, K  FORESTRY Provides relative to forests and forestry

HB 887  JOHNSON  ANIMALS Imposes a regulatory fee on alternative livestock programs

HB 907  JACKSON, K  FORESTRY Provides relative to forests and forestry
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John F. "Andy" Anders
CHAIRMAN